Abstract: Hypersonic missile control in the terminal phase is addressed using continuous higher order sliding mode (AHOSM) control with adaptation. The AHOSM self-tuning controller is proposed and studied. The double-layer adaptive algorithm is based on equivalent control concepts and ensures non-overestimation of the control gain to help mitigates control chattering. The proposed continuous AHOSM control is validated via simulations of a hypersonic missile in the terminal phase. The robustness and high accuracy output tracking in the presence of matched and unmatched external disturbances and missile model uncertainties is demonstrated.
2 and observation techniques have been effectively applied for missile-interceptor integrated guidance and autopilot/control [12, 13] . In this work a continuous Adaptive Higher Order Sliding Mode [9, 10, 15] (AHOSM) controller that comprises Continuous Finite Time Convergent Control [8] driven by a higher order sliding mode disturbance observer [15] is employed to design the HSM integrated guidance and autopilot, to track the terminal phase optimal trajectory in the presence of additive (external disturbances and the model uncertainties) and multiplicative (aerodynamic coefficient uncertainties) perturbations. Furthermore, in order to mitigate any residual control chattering caused by the high frequency switching term hidden behind the integral in the injection term of the HOSM disturbance observer, an adaptive (self-tuning) scheme is proposed. The proposed double-layer gain-adaptation algorithms is based on the concept of equivalent control [16] and yields a non-overestimating adaptive gain that closely follows the disturbance. Curve-fitted approximations of the aerodynamic forces and moments are not used in the proposed control design approach.
The proposed AHOSM integrated guidance and autopilot (control) law is rigorously studied for a HSM in the terminal phase and its efficacy is verified via simulations.
I. Mathematical Model of Air-Breathing Hypersonic Missile
The mathematical model of the longitudinal dynamics of the rigid body hypersonic missile (see Figs. 1 and 2 [3] ) that is propelled by an air-breathing jet engine (usually a scramjet) is considered as [1, 2] T D L denote the thrust, drag, and lift forces, respectively; M  is the pitching moment about the body y-axis. In the longitudinal dynamics (1) the flexible modes associated with aero-thermo-elastic effects are neglected for simplicity. The thrust T , drag D , and lift L forces, as well as the pitching moment M about the body y-axis are nonlinear uncertain functions that can be given as [2] [3] [4] 
The goal of the considered end-game scenario is to maximize target penetration by means of generating the optimal end-game HSM trajectory (5) for system (1) and robustly following this trajectory by means of control (3) in the presence of the bounded perturbations (2) . The optimal command trajectory is obtained in [3] by minimizing the following cost functional:
, , , , and the angle of obliquity (AoO in Fig. 2 ) is equal to zero at impact:
The solution of the trajectory optimization problem is obtained numerically [3] and the optimal output command trajectories in eq. (5), (6) are used for the robust output feedback tracking controller design. Remark 1. In this work, the lift-elevator coupling, which usually represents the main source of instability of the internal/zero dynamics, is neglected. In the case of significant coupling, canards may be added to HSM to compensate it.
II. Relative Degree Approach: System Transformation and Problem Formulation
In order to achieve continuity of the control functions, in this work, a HOSM control law is designed in term of derivatives of the control functions (3) as
Designing the control law in terms of control derivatives serves two purposes:  A curve-fitted approximation of the aerodynamic forces and moments is not needed in the proposed control design approach and knowledge of the aerodynamic coefficients is not required for the controller (8) design.  It mitigates noise/chattering effects.
Next, applying the relative degree approach [3] , the input-output dynamics of system (1), (4) 
where the control gain matrix 
is assumed to be nonsingular and is presented as 
Next, the problem is reduced to designing the control law (8) 
and substituting into eq. (10) we obtain
The output tracking errors are defined as 
The following assumptions are made:
The derivatives of the nonlinear terms 11  11  12  12  21  21  22  22  11 12  21  22  11  12  21  22 , , , 
III. Continuous Finite Time Convergent Control Driven by the Disturbance Observer
where the coefficients 12 
A. Continuous HOSM Control Design
The theoretical result that allows designing a finite-time converging continuous control for the perturbed system (18) is formulated in the following theorem. ... ( 1) 
where 
B. Adaptive Continuous HOSM Control Design: Equivalent Control Approach
As argued in the previous section, the continuous HOSM in (13) 2  is close to H whilst satisfying condition in (26). This self-tuning procedure reduces the amplitude of the high frequency part of the super-twisting term in equation (25), which mitigates chattering. In this paper an adaptive scheme built on the equivalent control [16] is employed.
B.1 Equivalent control in super-twisting control adaptation
Consider the super-twisting structure arising from equations (24) and (25) written out in a transformed form as The goal is to derive an adaptive scheme for the time-varying gain k(t) so that a 2SM is achieved and maintained, but which also attempts to ensure k(t) is as small as possible. It will be further assumed that ( ) 
The adaptive gain ρ(t) associated with the second layer of the adaptation algorithm is chosen to satisfy 
Inequality (37) implies finite time convergence V → 0, which means the finite time convergence of δ, e → 0. Therefore, both δ and e remain bounded. Furthermore, since 
D. Tutorial example
In this section the relative degree 3 system in (18) is simulated. The coefficients of the underlying Hurwitz polynomial Firstly, the control law in (19), (20) is tested for controlling the unperturbed and perturbed system (18). The results of the simulations are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 , finite time convergence to the origin is achieved after 4.5 secs. Fig. 4 shows that neither finite time nor asymptotic stability of the origin is achieved in the presence of the disturbance. Therefore, the finite convergent time controller (19), (20) is not applicable for controlling the perturbed system. It is shown in Fig. 5 that the nominal disturbance-free performance is recovered, and finite time convergence is achieved. Fig. 6 demonstrates the high frequency switching component () wt and also the adaptive term ρ(t) which is shown to converge to the upper-bound on the 2nd derivative of the disturbance term. It is shown in Fig. 7 that the modulation term k(t) tracks | () t  | very accurately. Fig. 8 shows the control signal u(t), which is clearly smooth and chatter-free, and yet compensates for the disturbance () t  . It is shown in Fig. 9 that ˆ() t  accurately reconstructs the unknown disturbance () t  . (28), (29), (30), (31), (39). In this case the bound N on the second derivative of the disturbance is assumed to be unknown and is not used in the control fuction. It is shown in Fig. 10 that, as in subsection D1, the nominal disturbance-free closed-loop performance is recovered, and finite time convergence is achieved. Figure 11 shows the high frequency switching component w(t) and also the adaptive term ρ(t). It can be seen that ρ(t) remains bounded and asymptotically converges to a value close to 7.0 (which is greater than in the case with known 
Then, the control laws (3) can be computed as
The first and second derivatives of the output tracking errors , Fig. 20 . It can be seen that the first and second layer adaptive gains are bounded. Therefore, the application of the proposed control algorithms to HSM control is feasible and achieves excellent results in the presence of bounded additive and multiplicative disturbances, whose nature and format are unknown.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper control of a hypersonic missile (HSM) in the terminal phase is considered. Two control inputs, elevator deflection and the throttling of the air-breathing engine are used to control the HSM. The output variables to control are defined as the pitch angle and the HSM altitude. The adaptive double-layer continuous higher order sliding mode controller driven by the higher order continuous sliding mode observer that is robust to the perturbations is proposed and rigorously studied. In order to improve the smoothness of the control laws, the controller was designed in terms of the derivatives of the control functions. Curve-fitted approximations of the aerodynamic forces and moments are not needed in the proposed control design approach. A linearized model of a HSM was used for testing the proposed control algorithms. The proposed controller has been studied in a challenging end-game scenario with matched and unmatched additive and multiplicative periodic disturbances. The output tracking errors , h ee  are accurately driven to zero by the continuous adaptive HOSM controller in the presence of matched and unmatched perturbations. The proposed adaptive control technique demonstrates the capability to accurately control the hypersonic missile in the terminal phase target, while maximizing the target penetration.
